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Foreword

“

“

It gives me great pleasure to introduce our bid for round two
of the Levelling Up Fund: Ashbourne Reborn. The proposals
represent the largest capital grant bid ever prepared by the
council and offer our communities the prospect of genuine
transformation.
The project to date has been a brilliant example of local
partnership working and I am enormously grateful to all our
local partners for their invaluable input.

Cllr Garry Purdy
Leader of
Derbyshire Dales
District Council

Working together, we are aiming to reverse decline in parts
of Ashbourne, create vibrant public squares and yards,
and give people lots of reasons to visit within a safe and
welcoming environment. We want to restore the pride in place
in Ashbourne.
The changes will celebrate the town’s heritage while enabling
a wide variety of future events to bring new life to the centre of
the town. With a new Community Hub, we will have a venue
offering a fresh, modern range of accommodation options for
groups and families and an outdoor riverside garden event
space.

Anne Wright
Chair of the
Ashbourne Town
Team

The success of this initiative is absolutely vital to kickstart the
local economy and revive a positive experience in the town
centre for residents, businesses and visitors. The detailed
proposals included in the bid have all been put forward by the
local community with the Town Team acting as coordinator for
local community interest groups and the Town Council.
Ashbourne Reborn will be transformational for Ashbourne. It
will provide an urgent boost to revive the local economy and
enhance the wellbeing of residents and visitors. From our local
knowledge and experience we know that the implementation
of improvements enabled by the Levelling Up Fund will
encourage and support substantial further investment by local
investors, giving them the confidence to back the town.

Together, these proposals will create an environment where
businesses will want to locate and invest, and residents and
visitors spend time whilst supporting the local economy.
I commend the bid to government as a great example of
locally-driven Levelling Up.

”
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Ashbourne Town Team was formed in November 2019 by a
group of local business people, professionals and residents in
response to major concerns about the decline of Ashbourne
town centre. Ashbourne was once an attractive and thriving
market town, but a number of factors have led to today’s
reality: a deterioration in the experience in the town centre
and the prospect of further decline. Footfall in the town centre
has fallen, prominent retail and service businesses have
closed and there are many empty commercial properties in
prominent locations.

We are confident that Ashbourne has the potential to recover
and revive, to thrive once more and bring benefits to our local
communities and the wider county.
I am delighted to be able to commend these proposals and
look forward to continuing the vital partnership work needed to
deliver these changes.
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Eligibility

In submitting this bid, the Council is able to confirm that
all the requirements are in place and that the projects
are well set to bring a range of positive outcomes for our
communities. Significant development work has taken place
to prepare the bid, including a project selection process
that has ensured our readiness to deliver within the funding
period.
The package has been developed in close liaison with the
council’s elected members and enjoys their strong support.
Local partners have also confirmed their commitment to
deliver and support key elements of the bid and in many
cases have already secured the planning required to
implement them.
The Ashbourne Reborn projects come with match funding
already in place from a wide range of sources and are
set to catalyse further investment in the town as the LUF
programme is delivered.
The MP, Sarah Dines, has been a strong supporter of the
need for investment in Ashbourne and the bid comes with her
personal endorsement and commitment.

Evidence of ability to spend in 2022-2023
Subsidy control compliance
Support from local MP
Formal sign-off by elected members
Statutory undertakers committed
Funding agreement principles agreed with delivery partner
Match funding in place
Planning status
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Bid Summary
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Bid Summary

Like many market towns, Ashbourne is facing the challenge
of re-inventing itself to ensure that it remains vibrant and
relevant for the 21st century. The town’s great location and
heritage assets do not make it immune from the decline in
footfall arising from the shift to on-line retail accelerated by
Covid. And its former strength as a market town sat at the
crossroads of key north-south and east-west trading routes
now makes for an unwelcoming environment for locals and
visitors as heavy goods vehicles dominate the town centre
streets, creating congestion, noise, pollution and safety
concerns.

“Well, there used to be more
shops. There used to be a
thriving market. There used to be
a thriving cattle market. The huge
disadvantage within the town is
the very heavy flow of traffic that
comes through the centre of the
town. A lot of heavy goods traffic
comes through and it dominates
the town centre making it a very
unpleasant environment.”

Quote from study carried out by University of Derby and
University of Newcastle

Figure 4: Aerial photo of Ashbourne showing St John Street,
Buxton Road and Market Place
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Bid Summary
Manchester
A61

Added to this, the town centre does not provide a compelling
and rounded offer to bring people in from the surrounding
area, including the residents of the hundreds of new homes
now being developed at the edge of the town. There is a high
risk of failing to capture the spend from this community as
people choose to drive further afield to meet their needs.
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“People want to live and work in
areas like Derbyshire Dales, rural
areas rather than urban centres.
And I think that is an opportunity
for an area like ours.”

A38

Loughborough
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Coalville

Quote from study carried out by University of Derby and
University of Newcastle
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Figure 5: Site Context
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Bid Summary
Grammar School

Primary School

LUF provides a golden opportunity to build on and re-shape
the town’s identity so that it can respond to these challenges
and become a preferred destination for residents and
visitors to explore and for businesses to invest. Through
improving the town’s infrastructure, connecting and creating
places within and beyond the town centre and providing an
attractive environment for events, it will drive visits, footfall
and investment, arresting the current decline and levelling up
prospects for those who live and work in the town. A package
of key interventions led by the public sector will in turn lever
and open up many more private sector opportunities down
the line.
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“Ashbourne could be much
more of an attractive destination
for visitors. You know, they are
attracted to the countryside
around Ashbourne at the
moment rather than Ashbourne.”
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Hospital

Bus Station

Quote from study carried out by University of Derby and
University of Newcastle

Leisure Centre

New Housing

Figure 6: Project Areas (*town centre area as set out in DDDC
Adopted Local Plan 2017 Policy EC6 Town Centres)
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Bid Summary

The first project focuses on ensuring a safe and connected
town centre, through a series of traffic management,
pedestrian safety and public realm improvements. Places
of interest and heritage value within the town are currently
disconnected and under-utilised, yet with investment can
become places that can connect and draw people into the
town, both in their own right and as locations for a modern
market offer and event spaces. These improvements are
complemented by measures on key streets that are currently
dominated by heavy goods traffic. Building on the success of
temporary measures during the pandemic, a comprehensive
scheme will transform the experience for pedestrians and
create a welcoming and accessible environment for visitors
as well as providing confidence for investors.

“We have seen greater support
for local shopping centres and
I include the market towns in
that because people have been
working from home.”
Quote from study carried out by University of Derby and
University of Newcastle
Figure 7: Market Place proposed visual
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Bid Summary

The second project will also enhance vibrancy and create
footfall through the creation of a performing arts and
community venue. The Community Hub would significantly
increase and diversify the town centre offer and provide a
valued space for meetings, flexible working and community
events. An improved accommodation offer will further
enhance the capture of spend from the visitor economy whilst
a co-located mobility hub will provide a range of sustainable
travel options and connect directly into the National Park.

“Talking specifically of
Ashbourne as a town, ...the
big challenge is going to be
achieving some strategic
investments to be able to
kickstart the economy and put
the town on the right track.”
Quote from study carried out by University of Derby and
University of Newcastle

Figure 8: Methodist Church Community Hub proposed visual
(copyright Allan Joyce Architects)
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Bid Summary
6

The package will ensure Ashbourne takes its rightful place
within the regional visitor economy, providing an attractive
and vibrant environment that draws in residents, visitors and
businesses and re-establishes its identity as a flourishing
market town.

14

7

5
2

“We’ve got strong communities.
You’ve got strong people. You’ve
got a sense of family. You’ve got
a sense of belonging and I think
that’s what is most important.”

4
8

Quote from study carried out by University of Derby and
University of Newcastle

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Resurfaced and improved roads
Safer crossing points
New and improved parking spaces
New and improved pedestrian paths
Public realm created and improved
New trees planted
Improved digital offer
Retail environment improved
Community centre space created and improved
Office space created and improved
Cultural space created and improved
Volunteering opportunities
New mobility hub created
Heritage assets renovated and restored
Figure 9: Summary of proposed outputs
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Bid Summary
A shift towards active
modes of transport,
resulting in a 30% uplift
in pedestrian footfall
and cyclist numbers

A programme of events in the
new flexible spaces, attracting
10,000 additional visitors to arts
and cultural events per annum...

...providing
a catalyst
for future
investment
by increasing
confidence...

A new space for the
community to come
together to participate in:
• cultural activities (3,600 people per annum),
• social activities (750 people per annum),
• and volunteering (up to 200 people per annum)
Increased visitor numbers
and cycle-related tourism
Increased employment through the café,
accommodation and community facility,
plus flexible workspace (10 FTEs)

...generating a 3.8% uplift in the value of
commercial properties and 0.8% uplift in
the value of residential properties

Figure 10: Principles of the levelling up projects
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Equalities

The proposals for Ashbourne Reborn have been developed
through an extensive community engagement process
and include measures that the local community believe are
needed to restore vibrancy to the town. This communityled approach provides confidence that the proposals stem
from already strong community relations and that these will
strengthen, and integration increase, as they are delivered.
Community ownership of the schemes is a key strength of
the bid, with the Community Hub being led and operated
by a core community organisation and the activation of
spaces within the improved public realm led by a coalition of
community groups within the Ashbourne Town Team.

Figure 11: Project B Community Hub proposed visual from
new external landscaped space (visual is indicative and
subject to discussions with planning and conservation
officers)
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Equalities

The need for the proposals to reduce disparities and
strengthen integration has been strongly promoted by the
Derbyshire Dales elected members, including through two
workshop sessions that were held with them to shape the
package. Given the importance of this, the council also
carried out a draft Equalities Impact Assessment prior to
bringing the bid proposals to its Community and Environment
Committee on 29th June for formal approval. It shows a
number of positive effects that the proposals will potentially
bring across different groups as well as identifying how to
mitigate any potential negative impacts. In particular, the
scheme will allow far greater access by groups that may
otherwise be excluded or put off from using the town centre
and facilities at the Community Hub. The development
at the Community Hub together with the public realm
transformation, including lighting, will create facilities and
spaces that are truly accessible, safe and capable of being
enjoyed by a much wider range of the community and
visitors. The impact assessment particularly highlighted
the benefits that the scheme will bring for older people and
those with mobility challenges through more accessible
public realm, improved pedestrian routes, reduced traffic
dominance and better lighting through the town centre core.

Figure 12: Aerial photo of Ashbourne showing Buxton Road
and Market Place
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Equalities
Mappleton
Tissington Trail

The mobility hub and highways improvements will also
ensure that connectivity within the town, and to popular local
trails, is improved for a more diverse group of users than
would otherwise be the case. The assessment will be kept
updated as the proposals move into the delivery stage.

Market Place
45 mins

The bid proposals have also been shaped by consideration
of future integration. There are new communities that will be
built up around the town, particularly at the former Ashbourne
Airfield where, in time, around 1,500 new homes are planned
at this large edge of town brownfield site. At present there is
a high risk that these new communities will look for services,
facilities and recreation in places other than Ashbourne town
centre, given its lack of vibrancy and limited offer. As well
as the threat to sustainability, this prospect of new residents
driving to nearby towns and cities will undermine community
coherence and integration within Ashbourne. The proposals
are therefore designed to reduce this risk, providing an
environment and offer within the heart of the town that will
attract in both existing and new communities, into high
quality places and facilities where they can meet, gather and
integrate.

20 mins

10 mins

Community Hub

5 mins

Retail Park

Future Development Site

Mayfield
Clifton

Osmaston

Figure 13: Ashbourne connectivity with walking distances
shown from town centre
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